In sum, there is no doubt that the NSF changed considerably from the "pure" science image it had for its first 19 years. In part this was undoubtedly a consequence of the pressures of the times and of the perceptions of the nation's needs by the White House, OMB, and the Congress. But a large share of the responsibility was McElroy's. Although dedicated to basic research, he also appreciated the strategy of promoting the practical approach for solution of societal problems and, at the same time, securing funds for scientific research. It is apparent that the trend started then has continued and even accelerated. However one may view these changes, it remains evident that McElroy perceived the approaching events and the needs they reflected and that he successfully capitalized on them for the benefit of the nation and of science.
Academic Administration
In February 1972, McElroy resigned from the NSF directorship to become chancellor of the University of California, San Diego. Having spent his entire adult life in academia and being offered the opportunity to lead a young, high-quality institution of higher education, it is understandable that he found the opportunity irresistible. Furthermore, as he himself said, acceptance of this job took him "from the hectic environment" (of Washington politics), which he had not sought, back to an academic environment that was more compatible with his long-standing interests. In his 3 years at UCSD he has worked to balance the sciences and humanities, is overseeing an $80 million construction program, and has guided the establishment of a fourth college, a 50 percent expansion of the medical school, and the creation of several new academic departments. He has continued to strengthen the ties of the university to the San Diego community by establishing a community board of overseers, personally participating in many community civic activities, and fostering joint programs between the university and local corporations. He lives on the La Jolla cliffs overlooking the Pacific Ocean with his second wife, the former Marlene Anderegg, who is also a biochemist, and their young son Eric.
To those who know him, Bill (rarely Mac) McElroy is a vigorous, direct realist who knows and understands science and scientists and has definite ideas about their expanding potential societal roles. He is by nature an optimist, endowed with an agile mind, a quick sense of humor, and an infectious laugh. He retains the friendly informality of his native Texas and is impatient with protocol and stuffiness. Inherently competitive, he likes nothing better than a hot poker session, a tennis match, or a round of golf. Although he no longer plays football, he is an ardent fan and retains a figure not too much changed from that of the Stanford end of almost 40 years ago. A verbal, pragmatic, driving activist, restive with small detail, he has learned the ways of politics and is equally at ease with senators and undergraduate students. Impatient with immobility, his quick and facile mind is capable of improvisation when that becomes necessary and, when all else fails, he is inclined to revert to the old football dictum-when in doubt, charge through the center of the line. It above all the malignant insanity of the arms race, and the strategy of mutual terror. But the real crisis of the West may exist within ourselves-in a failure of nerve, a loss of self-confidence and a sense of pupose, a widening disillusionment with technology, and with economic growth based on technology -in short, a loss of faith in the inevitability or even the possibility of human progress, the great idea that has powered our civilization for 300 years.
When I speak about science it must be understood that I am talking about both science and technology, for in our times they cannot be separated. This was not always true. The most important physical inventions in human history-fire, fermentation, farming, and the working of metals-all occurred before the natural sciences were born. Likewise, the most important social inventions-birth control and cities-were made without benefit of the social sciences. But ever since some people began to realize they could learn about nature through the combination of theory and experiment which we now call science, the possibilities of applying this knowledge have been in the forefront of Western thought. Francis Bacon said that we seek knowledge of nature to extend our dominion over things. Three hundred and fifty years earlier, Roger Bacon had written, "Machines may be made by which the largest ships, with only one man steering them, will be moved faster than if they were filled with rowers. Wagons may be built which will move with incredible speed and without the aid of beasts. Flying machines can be constructed in which a man may beat the air with wings like a bird." And Descartes said, " tist, at least in his own image, is publicly modest, introverted, relatively inarticulate, and seeks certainty rather than risk. In the past, the best science has been conducted within a narrow discipline, whereas the politician's methods are multidisciplinary in a way those of scientists can never be; they include the ancient arts of rhetoric and myth-making, appealing to the emotional and the irrational in other men as well as to their calculating selfinterest. The scientist is motivated by the need to explain, predict, and control phenomenaChe politician is motivated by a desire for power. Or to make the contrast more exact, scientists and technologists seek power over nature; the politician seeks power over men. The scientist's role in society is to gain knowledge and understanding; the politician's is to decide and to act. Indeed, in our democracy he alone has the obligation, as the people's elected representative, to make decisions as to what society shall do and to take responsibility for those decisions. In his search for truth, the scientist is oriented toward the future; the politician's orientation is usually here and now. He desires quick visible payoffs for which he often seems willing to mortgage the future. For the politician in a democratic society, infinity is the election after the next one.
Many barriers must be overcome before an effective working relationship can be established between politicians and scientists. divergences of opinion among social scientists concerning the existence and character of regularities or laws of human and societal behavior. Moreover, like other shamans, they do not like to have their secrets exposed.
7) The main task of the politician is to mediate among competing social pressures to arrive at compromises that are most acceptable or least unacceptable to most people. The scientist tends to take an uncompromising position which reflects the truth as it is known at a particular point in time.
On Advice-Giving How can the politician and the scientist work more closely together? One way is to give each other advice. Scientists have long accepted the idea that they should advise politicians, but they are liable to react with alarm and incredulity when it is suggested that politicians should advise them. The fact is, of course, that nowadays politicians advise scientists in the most forcible and direct possible way-by granting or withholding support for research and development. I would argue only that this process of mutual advice-giving should contain a better feedback mechanism. The scientist should advise the politician concerning the advice in the form of financial support that the politician gives the scientist. And similarly, the politician should advise the scientist concerning the kinds of scientific and technical advice and the conditions under which it is given that will be most useful to him.
Limitations Finally, there were structural difficulties in the federal government and the energy industry that grossly re-tarded effective federal action. More than a dozen federal agencies were charged with regulation of the energy industry or with energy research and development. The economic structure of the industry itself, as a partially regulated free enterprise, makes government intervention difficult and a cause for resentment. The industry raises formidable obstacles to government action and its structure makes it hard to predict the effects of federal intervention.
We can't go home again. The energy crisis will not go away. Indeed, it is likely to persist for the rest of our lives and perhaps that of our children. It could be the immediate cause of the collapse of Western civilization as we know it. A considerable degree of energy conservation is both possible and desirable, but it is mindless to suppose that we can reverse our dependence on nonhuman energy. We have gone too far in raising life expectancy, and hence the numbers of people, and in lifting the burden of physical labor from the backs of farmers and city dwellers. Without mechanical energy our cities would be uninhabitable and many people would starve.
An old saying has it that "slavery will persist until the loom weaves itself." All ancient civilizations, no matter how enlightened or creative, rested on some form of slavery, because human and animal muscle power was the principal energy available for mechanical work. It is not because we are enlightened that we have abolished slavery but because we have discovered a cheaper source of energy. A man can produce in a day about a kilowatt-hour of mechanical work; to keep him working on the meagerest of diets costs 15¢. Even at present oil prices, a kilowatthour of electrical power, or the equivalent in gasoline, costs only about 2¢. By its discovery of less expensive energy than human muscles, Western civilization, unlike all others, has been able to make men free.
Put in other terms, once a society has climbed onto the treadmill of technology, it can never get off again. No solution of the energy problem is possible without far-reaching technological advances in both the production and the conservation of energy. But the lesson up to now is that such technological advances will not occur in time, or may not take place at all, without enlightened, far-seeing political action, courageous political leadership, and clear public understanding of the 1104 issues and possibilities. Our future welfare and perhaps our survival will depend on the closest kind of cooperation between politicians, technologists, and natural and social scientists. This, in turn, will depend both on an enlightened public support and on the politician's sensitivity in recognizing what the people would want if they had a chance to want it, that is, the choices they would make if those choices were actually available. Social scientists have a special role to play in defining and appraising the possible range of public choices.
How to stop a revolution. Why has the "green revolution" progressed so slowly in India? When the new highyielding varieties of wheat were first introduced in the middle 1960's they caught hold with great rapidity. From a few demonstration farms the new varieties spread to millions of acres within 5 years and the results were spectacular. India's wheat harvest doubled from 1967 to 1971. In 1971, India produced a large surplus of food grains, more than enough to feed the millions of refugees who poured over the borders from what is now Bangladesh. But from 1972 onward, food production has hardly increased at all, nor has the area planted to high-yielding varieties of wheat and rice.
A drought in 1972 and poor weather conditions over large regions during the 1974 monsoon, combined with the worldwide rise in petroleum and fertilizer prices, are partly responsible, but a major share of responsibility must be assigned to governmental actions and inactions. Farm prices of cereals have been kept low in order to placate the urban masses while fertilizer prices have steadily risen. It takes two or three times as much wheat or rice to buy a pound of fertilizer in India as in Japan and considerably more in India than in Pakistan.
To buy fertilizers the farmers must have credit on reasonable terms and this has not been available. Most small farmers are still in the grip of the traditional village moneylenders. Many of these farmers are sharecropping tenants with little or no security of tenure; they do not have much to gain from planting new high-yielding seeds which require expensive inputs of fertilizer, irrigation water, and plant protection. Land reform has been virtually nonexistent even though man' larger landowners have failed to intensify their farming practices. The state governments, which are mainly responsible for agricultural development, have been dominated by the richer farmers and they have neglected the interest of the small farmers and the incentives they need to increase their production.
Insufficient resources have been allocated to the agricultural sector, with the result that development of irrigation has been very slow even though in most regions irrigation is required for the new varieties. Because of the great uncertainties in rainfall, farmers are reluctant to invest in fertilizers in unirrigated areas, and consequently the growth in the use of fertilizers has lagged far behind the expectations of the Planning Commission. Extension services, which could provide instruction to the farmers on proper techniques of fertilizer application, and soil testing services, which could indicate the required mix of fertilizer and needed soil amendments, are completely inadequate, and consequently crop responses to fertilizers are much lower than they should be. At the same time there have been short falls in fertilizer supply because of the slow rate of development of domestic fertilizer production.
Because the central and state governments have neglected the development of seed multiplication farms, the seeds of the new varieties have been in short supply. Many of the seeds, supposedly of high-yielding varieties, purchased by the farmers are adulterated with seeds of the older varieties or even with weed seeds. The agricultural research establishment has been sufficiently remote from the realities of farming that new rice varieties adapted to the special situations in many regions of the vast country have not been developed. The search for Truth is in one way hard and another easy. For it is evident that no one can master it fully, nor miss it wholly. But each adds a little to our knowledge of Nature, and from all the facts assembled there arises a certain grandeur.
